Let’s go to work.
At Amelicor we are passionate about herd and feed management. The following information will guide you through an overview of our software and services—and provides links to that information on our website.

...let’s go to work!

If you have questions you can call for support at
1-800-453-9400
ext. 6704 or 6708

Contact Us
“The efficiencies of the DHI-Plus tools gives us better information for treatment and vet check tasks. It would be a challenge to do it any faster without the DHI-Plus tools.”

—Terry Ketterling, TLK Dairy, Mountain Home, ID
DHI-Plus helps bring clarity for a manager by focusing on the cows that need attention. Here are a few resources on our website to help you understand what herd management looks like with the aid of DHI-Plus:

- Why record health data?
- Track genomic information
- Speed up vet checks with RFID
- Access critical information from your phone
“After we installed the EZfeed system I feel like EZfeed improved our consistency, overall animal health, and the productivity and efficiency of our operation.”

—Brad Vander Poel, Sierra Vista Dairy
EZfeed will help you feed your dairy cattle accurately and help you see problems with feed expenses. Here are a few resources on our website so you can see EZfeed feed management in action:

- Taking Your Time to Feed Right
- How Fast Can EZfeed Pay for Itself? [Case Study]
- The Art of Feeding
- Running an Efficiency Audit on Your Feed Center [Video]
commodity tracking
With EZweights you can easily weigh anything. To see it in action, visit the EZweights webpage and watch a video about how EZweights works.

- Your office staff will appreciate the complete tracking for harvests
- A simple touchscreen guides truck drivers through deliveries
- You can track and analyze deliveries and shipments
- EZweights will integrate with EZfeed for powerful inventory tracking
records processing
Since 1954, Amelicor has been processing thousands of dairy herds records. We are a QCS certified Dairy Records Processing Center.

- Securely backup your dairy records.
- Analyze your records electronically with powerful test day management reports.
- Identify your best animals using genomic data.
SUPPORT  800.453.9400
SALES       800.992.1344
INTERNATIONAL  801.344.6555
FAX          801.374.5316

amelicor.com